Friday, January 31, 5:30-7:30pm

REFLECTIONS ON THE ACADEMIC STUDY OF WOMEN AND ISLAM

a panel discussion featuring

LILA ABU-LUGHOD
Anthropology and Women’s and Gender Studies, Columbia University
Author of *Do Muslim Women Need Saving?*
(Harvard University Press, 2013)

&

SUAD JOSEPH
Anthropology and Women’s Studies, University of California, Davis
Editor of *Women and Islamic Cultures: Disciplinary Paradigms and Approaches, 2003-2013*
(Brill 2013)

Moderator: MAYA MIKDASHI, Near Eastern Studies, NYU

Sponsored by the Hagop Kevorkian Center for Near Eastern Studies
with the Department of Anthropology at NYU

Reception and Book Sale to Follow

LOCATION: King Juan Carlos Auditorium, 53 Washington Square South